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ch “4 MARINA OSWALD PORTER'S 

we STATEMENTS OF A CONTRADICTORY NATURE 

WZ A This survey of contradictory statements made by Marina % 

Oswald Porter was undertaken for the purpose of clarifying 

which issues, relevant to the Committee's investigation, 

her statements bear upon. Every effort has been made to 

insure that these statements have been quoted accurately 

and in proper context. At this time, no attempt has been made‘ 

to explore whether Mrs. Porter's contradictory statements 

ere the product of deception or simple confusion. _ 
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; even try to answer. 

Yet, with questions remaining, the Commission concluded as we 

follows ¢ 

The Commission evaluated the following evidence in 

considering whether Lee Harvey Oswald fired the shot 

which almost killed General Walker: (1) A note which 

Wswald left for his wife on the evening of the shoot- 

ing, (2) photographs found among Oswald's possessions 

after the assassination of President Kennedy, (3) 

firearm identification of the bullet found in Walkergs 

home, and (4) admissions and other statements made to 

Marina Oswald by Oswald concerning the shooting...The 

finding that Lee Harvevy Oswald attempted to murder a 

public figure in April, 1963, was cpnpiderss af proba- 

tive value in this investigation... 

But since it was the Commission's stated opinion that items 

(1), (2), and (3) were PROBATIVE ONLY "when combined with the other % 
= 

| testimony (item4+) Linking Oswald to the shooting," and since tten 

(4) pertains to the testimony of Marina Oswald (whose testimony 

has all the weight of a handful of chicken feathers), we regret~ 

fully refuse to accept the judgment of the Commission in regard 

to the Walker shooting, hoping that its prides and prejudices 

_. were a result of error and not expedience. 
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3 peyes June Jf, 19 

TO: SENATOR RUSSELL 

FROM: FREDDA SCOBEY 

Tt appears that staff members will be present at the meeting this 

afterncan., Several of them wiahed presented the question of whether 

Marina Oswald should be further cross examined, As a matter of fact, when 
c 

She was examined the second tine a list of questions were prepared, but ROA 

the Chief Juatice gave instructions tha J examination should not bey Mp 

a 

LS 

pressed beyond a ds scussion (pr imar dL y) of the Nixon-bathroom episoda, a 

Hy understanding 1a that these were given directly to Mr. Rankin who so (ye 

informed other staff members, It waa requested that the question be WA NY f 

brought up before the full Commission; Hr, Rankin indicated he coyld not 4 

do so} no other staff menber wants to "beard the lion” but I think some Nal 

of them might speak out if the issue were raived, The follewing points 

occur to me off hand: 

1. Marina directly lied on at least tvo occasions: 

(a) When asked where she first heard the name "Hidell” she 

said on the radio broadcast Oswald took part in after the Fair Play for Quba 

incident . She later admitted she hadgeigrea the name on one of the alian 
cards about FPCC membership under Oswald's direction, ard the name Hidell 

actually was not mentioned on the radio broadcasé, as examination of the 

tape shows, ‘ 

(bo) She first said whe locked Lee in the bathroos to keep 

him Crom going after Nixon with his pistol. She later adritted this was 

r ‘ 

hel macCeD PER P.-L. 102-624 Ek As athe Wire BO EV UP aura) 
aimed: ‘ae 5 fy hav 
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MARINA 

Marina's Testimony is so full of confusion and contraduction 

that without the catalystic element of ¢#éy¥¢ cross-examination it 

reads like a nightmare. By her own admission Marina is a liar, 

and it is har voice that tells us how intensely she disliked the 

FBI and how she lied to that agency almost uniformly. When ask- 

ed, for example, about the Walker note, she danied knowledge of 

it, but later admitted her husband wrote it. And when asked on 

December3, if she had ever witnessed her husband leaving the 

house with the rifle, she replied No, but afterwards reversed this 

by saying she had frequently seen Lee go in and out carrying the 

rifle, once to "Lopfield" (Love Airfield) for target practice, and, 

on other occasinon, to the park to shoot leaves. How, one asks, 

can a man ¥Z¥ go to the park with a fifle either by day or night 

and shoot leaves off the trees without being reported to the 

police? 

On November 22, Marina told authorities she had never seen a 

rifle WITH A TELESCOPS in Lee's possession and that the only 

weapon she remembered was a shotgun he had bought in Russia. 

But in her appearance before the Warren Commission when comment 

was made about a rifle SANS scone, she grew instantly irate and 

snapped: "How is it about the telescope? HE ALWAYS HAD THE 

TELESCOPE." Marina's interesting statement to the FBI that Lee 

“buried the rifle in Turtle Creek on April 7th in preparation 

for the Walker attack on the 10th, was ignored by the Commission; 

The Commission quizzed her only about her allepfation that Lee 

"buried" the rifle AFTER the shooting. On the other hand, ina 
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